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ABSTRACT: Mathematical simulation on basis of Stock law has been done for wet
sizing process on cylinder equipment of laboratory and semi-industrial scale.
The model consists of mathematical equations describing relations between variables, such as:

Resident time distribution function of emulsion particles in the separating zone of the
equipment depending on flow-rale, height, diameter and structure of the equipment.

- Size-distribution function in the fine and coarse pans depending on resident time
distribution function of emulsion particles, characteristics of the material being
processed, such as specific density, shapes, and characteristics of the environment of
classification, such as specific density, viscosity.

Experimental model was developed on data collected from an experimental cylindrical
equipment with diameter x height of sedimentation chamber equal to 50 x 40 cm for an
emulsion of zirconium silicate in water.

Using this experimental model allows to determine optimal flow-rate in order to obtain
product with desired grain size in term of average size or size distribution function.

INTRODUCTION

Sizing is one if popular processes in chemical and many other industries.
Requirements for sizing process is to provide product of desired fineness with low
energy required for grinding. There are dry and wet methods of sizing. The dry method
requires more sophisticated equipment, while wet method is usually carried out in a
continuous thickening-separation equipment, which is much simpler and easy to produce
in our country. Dry method usually provide high capacity of production but less
effective when fine grain size is required; the wet method can overcome this
disadvantage easily. If the product can be used directly in wet state, this method would
be extremely convenient. This work has been done with purpose of finding out a method
to provide product of desired fineness. Mathematical modeling can help to cut down the
cost for the research process. There is also no commercial software for similar purpose
in the market. In the other hand, commercial software for technological processes is
usually very expensive, then modeling of sizing process is worth to get more our
attention.

THE ROLE OF PARTICALE FEEDING IN TECHNOLOGY OF MATERIALS

To make clear the role of particle feeding in technology of new materials, we
show below the importance of particle feeding in term of contact surface in solid-state
reactions.

Reaction rate in solid phases depends on area of contact phases and diffusion rate
of ions. Area of contact phases depends on fineness of solid materials, while the
diffusion of ions depends temperature and physical nature of slid phases. In technology
of pigment production, in order to increase specific contact phase area, reduce calcining
temperature, the sol-gel process is preferred [1-5], which requires expensive equipment,
resulting in high cost product. At present, the sol-gel process is not yet applied broadly
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in industry, even in the nuclear material technology this method is used only in semi-
industrial scale.

CONTENT OF THE RESEARCH

A) Principle of wet sizing process

Working principle of equipment for continuous thickening-sizing is as follows:
when passing through a settling chamber, solid particles in the stream will settle down
with the rate:

Vlang = a.Ra (1)

where: Vlang : settling rate, a and a: constants depending on nature of the solid-
liquid system; R: diameter of particle.

Denote x : resident time (RT) of particle in the coarse zone of the equipment; H:
settling height. If V. T > H then the particle will fall into the coarse zone and vice versa.
The resident time x of particles is a function (resident time distribution function).
Resident time distribution function has its variables as parameters of the settling
chamber and flow-rate of the stream. Study the sizing process, in nature, means study
the function of resident time distribution for each specific equipment with different
technological parameters to find out how to obtain product with desired fineness and
minimize the cost for grinding-sizing. Modeling the sizing process helps to reduce costs
necessary for such research process.

Many research works had been carried out on RT distribution in ideally mixed
reactors, in both theoretical and experimental ways. However, in equipment of wet
sizing the hydraulics is mainly in laminar regime, RT distribution function depends not
only on flow-rate but parameter of the equipment, too. Then, it is impossible to have a
theoretical equation for such RT distribution function. For a RT distribution function we
need to model the process, then carry out experiments to determine RT distribution
function.

B) Simulation of sizing process in solid-liquid system

a) Resident time distribution function

Equipment for particle sizing is described in Figure 4. Denote Vdong: flowrate of
the feed stream.

(2)

where: W: Feed flowrate; D: the equipment diameter

Denote Tg|UU: resident time of suspended particles:

TBlull = 1/ Exp[Ttb2 * N * (H/D) / (T*Abs(T-2*Ttb) - Ttb*20)] (3)

where: Ttb: average RT

Ttb = (n .D 2 / 4 )*H/W (4)

N: a parameter whose value depends on structure of the equipment

H: the height of settling chamber
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T: time parameter

The dependence of TKluu function on variables Ttb, N, H is expressed by
equations 3a - 3c and displayed graphically in figures 9-12.

TBluu = 1/ Exp[Ttb2 * N * (H/D) / (T*Abs(T-2*Ttb) - Ttb*20)] (3a)

TB,U11 = 1/ Exp[Ttb2 * N * (H/D) / (T*Abs(T-2*Ttb) - Ttb*20)] (3b)

TKluu = 1/ ExpfTtb2 * N * (H/D) / (T*Abs(T-2*Ttb) - Ttb*20)] (3c)

T8lllll = 1/ Exp[Ttb2*N*(H/D) / (T*Abs(T-(7t.'D2/2)*H/W) - Ttb*20)](3d)

Physical interpretation of RT is as follows: Assuming the system is uni-dispersal
with negligible dimension, hydraulics in the system is in laminar regime, no friction
between the flow and equipment, (uniform profile of flow within the cylindrical
equipment), then RT for all particles are the same and equal to the mean RT. In
turbulent regime, as the friction between the flow and equipment is not negligible, the
RT of particles are not the same and obey some distribution as shown in figures 9-12

When the flowrate increases the value of Re is also higher, the shape of
distribution expands as in figure 10.

By decreasing diameter of the equipment but keeping the flowrate unchanged,
Re also gets higher and the shape of distribution expands as in figure 11.

When the height of the equipment increases and the diameter and flowrate are
unchanged, Re is also unchanged but the "number theoretical trays" increases, the
degree of turbulence also increases, then the shape of distribution sharpened as in figure
12.

b) Resident time of particles of different diameters in separating zone

Denote Vhal: velocity of particle along the stream:

V.JR^V^-VL/R) (5)

Denote: Ttdi(R): time needed for a particle of R-diameter to pass through the
separating zone:

Tsdi(R) = H/Vhal(R) (6)

c) Separation

Assume a system consists of of n particles with diameter R. If Tgluu > Tgdj(R)
then the particle will run all the way through the height of the equipment and fall into
the zone for fine powder and vice versa. Then, the part of particles fall into the coarse
powder zone will be:

l'hunlhtt -I I'lumngtiyeitlicu J
0

j-,Haiikmh = K j-,llunkmh-lt —,llwikinli=K

X Vltun \w\\\ x I'tumn^uyvntictt J- I'htmtho
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C) Determination of experimental model for sizing process in a solid-liquid
system

Experimental data were collected in an equipment with diameter D = 50cm,
height H = 40cm, flowrate of Zirconium Silicate suspension (with the ratio of
solid/liquid = 1/7) 270 1/h provides the following results:

Coefficient a of the equation 1 = 0.3
Coefficient a of the equation 1 = 1
Coefficient N of the equation 3 = 0.025
Thus, the model consists of equations from 1 to 8 with experimental parameters

as above.

D) Optimization of sizing process in solid-liquid system

With the currently available experimental equipment, the optimization has been
carried out as follows:

Input Parameters:

- Size distribution spectrum of feed material

- Size distribution spectrum of products as required

Output Parameter:

Optimal flowrate of the wet sizing process

CONCLUSIONS

1. On basis of Stock law, a mathematical simulation has been done for a wet
sizing process in equipment of cylindrical shape in laboratory and semi-industrial scales

2. A function of resident time distribution of suspended particles in separating
zones has been developed which includes parameters such as flowrate of feed materials,
height, diameter and structure of the equipment.

3. Functions of size distribution for fine and coarse particles have been
developed which take into account effects of RT distribution function of suspended
particles, characteristics of feed material: specific density, shapes, characteristics of the
working environment: density, viscosity.

4. An experimental model has been developed on experimental data collected
from a cylindrical equipment with height x diameter (H x D) = 40 x 50 cm and
suspended feed material includes zirconium silicate powder in water.

5. Using this experimental model allows to determine suitable flowrate in order
to obtain product of desired fineness, which can be measured by average size or function
of size distribution.
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